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When people want to add a warm, elegant, and inviting
ambiance to their event, celebration, home, or
professional space, they often turn to candles. 

Here at Creative Candles, we’ve been preserving the
centuries-old art of handcrafting small-batch, artisan-
made premium candles since 1961. We ensure you always
have access to high-quality luxury candles to create the
perfect atmosphere for any occasion.

We offer a carefully curated selection of smokeless,
dripless, slow-burning candles in a variety of colors,
shapes, sizes, and finishes. Each candle is made using a
proprietary wax blend and features a custom wick to
maximize burn time. With the strike of a match, our
candles bring you a refined and cozy atmosphere that
keeps you coming back for more.

Selecting the perfect style and size
We developed this guide to help you find the candle
style and size that best suits your space. You’ll find
plenty of options within each category, from statement
pillars to luxury tapers to playful floating and ball
candles. 

And if you have any questions about candle style, sizing,
and color selections, our friendly and knowledgeable
team are here to guide you.
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a commitment to artisanal luxury

800.237.9711
customerservice@creativecandles.com
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The Beauty of Pillar Candles
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Pillar candles feature a firm wax composition that
helps them retain their structure as they melt. We
offer a diverse range of sizes and colors,
including several mesmerizing shades of metallics,
with the option of one or three tailor-made woven
wicks for each candle. Our line of pillar candles
has been individually flame-polished to achieve a
stunning matte finish.



The wick is a braided cord that ignites the wax. 
The wax body is the main part of the candle that
gives it its shape and size. 
The base provides stability to the candle. 

1.
2.
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Pillar candles are characterized by their wide base and
wax body. These allow the candles to stand securely in a
bowl or on a flat surface even as the wick burns down.
All of our pillar candles are smokeless and dripless, and
provide a slow, even burn that lasts for hours.

Pillar Anatomy



Pillar Types

Contemporary
A bold statement piece. Our

contemporary pillars boast a sizable
6” base and each candle comes with
three wicks to allow for a full-bodied

burning experience. 

Classic
A traditional staple. These 3” wide pillar
candles are a timeless classic that can
add a warm and inviting glow to any

living space or special occasion.

Petite
A subtle glow. These petite beauties are 2” in diameter,
making them a perfect complement to the wider classic

pillars or standalone in vases or pillar displays. 



Pillar Sizes
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6"x3" 6"x6" 6"x9" 6"x12"

3"x4" 3"x6" 3"x12" 4"x6"

2"x3" 2"x6"

4"x9"3"x9"
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01Dripless 02Smokeless 03Full bodied color

04Custom crafted wicks 05Triple poured 06Flame polished

Favorite Features



"I love these candles. They are beautiful and burn
evenly. They come in many gorgeous colors. I

regularly order the tall tapers and the 3-wick pillars."

 - Catherine P.
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Taper candles are
long, slender candles
that are often used
for formal occasions
or as an elegant
decorative accent.
These candles are
known for their
gradual, tapered
shape. After hand-
stringing each
chandelier, Creative
Candles tapers are
dipped up to 27
times to reach
optimal size and
shape.

The grace of taper candles
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Most candles are uniform in shape. But taper candles
gradually narrow toward the top, giving them a delicate
and sophisticated appearance. On account of their tall
height and slim width, taper candles are displayed in
candle holders. Creative Candles tapers are always
connected pairs, just as they come off the chandelier. 

Taper Anatomy



Taper Types

Traditional
The original. Each candle requires 27
dips to reach ⅞” diameter, the ideal

taper width.

Thin
A contemporary twist. With an even

more slender ½” diameter, thin
tapers further emphasize the

attractive qualities of taper candles.
They require special holders. 

Celebration
A unique sparkle. These dainty candles offer a

conversation piece at your special events. Our celebration
candles measure ¼” in diameter.



Taper Sizes
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6" 9" 12" 15"

6" 18"

6" 15"

12"

18" 24" 30"

39.4"
 

36" 
Traditional singles
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01Dripless 02Smokeless 03Full bodied color

04Custom crafted wicks 05Hand dipped 06Proprietary wax blend

Favorite Features

Beeswax strips wrap around the base of your
taper to create a snug fit in your holders. They
prevent tipping and tilting and ensure an even,
tall flame.

Loose Fit? Beeswax Fitter STrips



"This is the only company I
have found that sells 9”
candles. Love that size. In
addition to that the colors
at Creative Candles are
exquisite! Will be returning
to website to order more
immediately!"

Exquisite Color

"I’ve been looking for candles
to put into my antique wash
stand and these are perfect!"

Perfect!

-Judith L.

-Cynthia M.
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Ball candles have a flat base that allows them
to sit on their own or in a wide holder.
Floating candles are completely spherical,
letting them bob along the surface of water.

magical and whimsical
Ball & Floating



Ball candles are little globes that are perfect for
creating a whimsical and playful atmosphere.
They’re often used in decorative displays or as
part of a centerpiece.

Ball Candles

Floating Candles
Floating candles are made from unique

wax ingredients that allow them to float
on water. They’re often displayed in a vase

or bowl of water - or even a koi pond.
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Votive candles are

about 2 inches in
height and diameter,
and have a bell-top

design that allows the
wax to melt evenly.

They’re slightly taller
than tealights and

liquefy completely, so
they need a votive
cup. Tealights are

smaller and typically
round, measuring

around 1.5 inches in
diameter and 0.5

inches in height. They
come in metal or

clear cups for easy
and safe use.

versatility and charm
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Votive candles are small and delicate candles
with rounded tops, similar to miniature pillar
candles. While originally intended for prayer,
votives come in a variety of colors and are
perfect as centerpieces or to enhance the
ambiance of a room. Creative Candles tealights
come in one standard size.

Votives

Tealights
Tealights are tiny wax cylinders that

typically come in disposable holders.
They’re excellent for creating a comforting,

intimate atmosphere. Their small size makes
them perfect for ground arrangements or

as accents in larger displays.
 



Sizing
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2" 2.375" 3.125"

2.375"

Standard Tealight Mega Tealight

3"

4"



Our passion for hand-poured, hand-dipped,
handcrafted small-batch artisanal candles keeps us
coming back to our workshop day after day with
smiles on our faces. Now, we want to share that love
by helping you find the perfect sizes and styles for
you.

(And once you’ve put your display together, post a
picture and tag us on social media so we can see!)

Didn’t find your dream candle in our collection? Get
in touch and we’ll be happy to produce custom
pieces at your request.

Yours in handcrafted luxury,

with love, Creative Candles

Keith Espelien
Owner

@creativecandles



wholesale partnerships

Interested in partnering with Creative Candles for
wholesale products and delivery? Keith looks

forward to connecting with you.

keith@creativecandles.com

creativecandles.com


